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Abstract
Recently revised public health guidelines acknowledge the health benefits of regular intermittent bouts of vigorous intensity
incidental physical activity done as part of daily living, such as carrying shopping bags, walking uphill, and stair climbing.
Despite this recognition and the advantages such lifestyle physical activity has over continuous vigorous intensity structured
exercise, a scoping review we conducted revealed that current research in this area is, at best, rudimentary. Key gaps include
the absence of an empirically-derived dose specification (e.g., minimum duration of lifestyle physical activity required to
achieve absolute or relative vigorous intensity), lack of acceptable measurement standards, limited understanding of acute
and chronic (adaptive) effects of intermittent vigorous bouts on health, and paucity of essential information necessary to
develop feasible and scalable interventions (e.g., acceptability of this kind of physical activity by the public). To encourage
collaboration and research agenda alignment among groups interested in this field, we propose a research framework to
further understanding of vigorous intermittent lifestyle physical activity (VILPA). This framework comprises four pillars
aimed at the development of: (a) an empirical definition of VILPA, (b) methods to reliably and accurately measure VILPA,
(c) approaches to examine the short and long-term dose–response effects of VILPA, and (d) scalable and acceptable behavioural VILPA-promoting interventions.
Electronic supplementary material The online version of this
article (https://doi.org/10.1007/s40279-020-01368-8) contains
supplementary material, which is available to authorized users.
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Fig. 1  An example of a day
characterized by a 10 min/bout
pattern of vigorous intermittent lifestyle physical activity
(VILPA). MET values reflect
relative intensity as described
in Martenstyn et al. 2019 [55].
Figure reproduced under CC
BY-NC 4.0 license from Stamatakis E et al. Br J Sports Med
2019;53:1137–1139 [56]

Key Points
Vigorous Intermittent Lifestyle Physical Activity
(VILPA) is characterised by brief bouts of incidental
physical activity that are done during activities of daily
living.
Although VILPA may be more feasible than structured
vigorous exercise in some population groups, it is an
unexplored aspect of physical activity.
The research framework we propose covers development of an empirical VILPA definition, improvements
in the free-living VILPA measurement, studies to better
understand its dose–response effects on health, and the
development of scalable and acceptable behavioural
VILPA-promoting interventions.

Fig. 2  Hypothetical comparison of the different physical activity
components in terms of time efficiency and theoretical feasibility. The
illustration is based on the authors’ rough appraisal of the evidence
base to date and is not meant to represent a general consensus on the
feasibility or research gaps surrounding each physical activity class.
Yellow: inherent part of daily living; grey: requires planning; black:
requires planning, high levels of motivation, and sometimes direct
supervision/skills/costs. The size of the bubbles illustrates gaps in
knowledge (larger: we know less)
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1 Introduction
Physical inactivity, or insufficient physical activity (PA), is
a major cause of non-communicable chronic disease responsible for at least 5 million premature deaths per year [1].
Global data show that physical inactivity (defined as not
meeting the World Health Organization (WHO) aerobic PA
recommendation [2]) has increased by 15% between 2001
and 2016 in high income countries [3, 4]. At the individual
level, perceived lack of time and low priority are commonly
cited reasons for physical inactivity [5].
Vigorous PA (> 6 absolute MET or ≥ 14 or > 15 [6, 7]
on perceived effort/according to the self-reported relative
intensity Borg Rating Scale) is a potentially time-efficient
strategy for accumulating PA. In addition to time economy, vigorous intensity PA can elicit additional health
enhancing responses compared to equivalent volumes of
moderate and low intensities (i.e., < 6 METs) [8, 9]. However, regular participation in continuous and structured
vigorous intensity PA that is confined to leisure-time can
be logistically demanding or unappealing for most of the
population due to reasons other than lack of time [5, 10],
e.g., need for preparation and travelling to exercise facilities, lack of exercise skills and confidence, and discomfort associated with high exertion. Furthermore, it can be
challenging for people with lower levels of fitness, a state
which often clusters with other established biomedical risk
factors [11, 12] such as hypertension, type 2 diabetes, and
overweight/obesity. These conditions affect the majority
of the middle-aged and older population in high income
countries [13] and are becoming increasingly prevalent
in low- and middle-income countries [14]. Population
level estimates highlight the poor feasibility of vigorous
intensity structured exercise. For example, only about
20% of adults aged 40–65 years report doing any vigorous exercise for at least 15 continuous minutes a month
[15]. Mean accelerometry-determined average time spent
on high intensity PA is as low as 42 s per day for US adults
[16]. These very low participation rates have resulted in
researchers, clinicians, and policy makers typically paying
very little attention to the contribution of vigorous intensity PA, especially when performed as part of daily living
outside the leisure-time domain.
Lifestyle (incidental) PA encompasses activities of daily
living that require little or no dedicated time commitment
and are not performed specifically for the purpose of leisure
or health/fitness benefits [17]. Lifestyle PA may have feasibility advantages, as most barriers to structured exercise
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participation—namely lack of time and motivation, costs,
poor access to facilities and a low fitness level are less likely
to be present.
Prompted by changes in the 2018 US [18] and 2019 UK
[19] PA guidelines, we have recently proposed a new paradigm which would allow vigorous PA to be more accessible to people who are currently inactive through the regular accumulation of vigorous intermittent lifestyle physical
activity (VILPA) [17]. This approach, which is aligned with
previous calls proposing a shift towards integrated and multidimensional PA paradigms [20, 21], refers to brief intermittent bursts of vigorous intensity PA embedded incidentally/
secondary to regular activities of daily living. Examples of
VILPA include bouts of stair climbing, carrying children or
groceries for 50–100 m, and maximizing walking pace for a
short distance (e.g., 100–200 m) to reach vigorous intensity
[17]. In the absence of empirical standards and for the purposes of this article, we broadly define a VILPA bout as a
single session lasting for up to 5 min of relative (Borg Rating
Scale ≥ 14 or > 15) [6, 7] or absolute (> 6 MET) vigorous
PA that occurs during activities of daily living or during
other lifestyle PA. A hypothetical VILPA pattern for an otherwise physically inactive middle-aged man is presented in
Fig. 1. It portrays 10 min of VILPA per day accumulated
through short bouts (lasting up to 3 min in this example).
Such a pattern requires little additional time commitment
or planning (compared to, e.g., vigorous leisure-time PA),
since all activities are part of daily living, and in some cases
could even shorten the time needed to perform the primary
activity. Repeated daily, such a quantum of VILPA could
produce 65% of recommended weekly PA [22]. The Australian Institute of Health and Welfare has estimated that if all
adults increased their PA by such an amount there would be
a 13% decrease in chronic disease burden compared to no
moderate to vigorous PA [23].
Adopting a daily pattern of VILPA is theoretically akin
to practicing popular exercise regimens that also emphasize non-continuous vigorous intensity exercise, such as
high intensity interval training (HIIT). HIIT is a structured
exercise approach that improves key cardiometabolic health
markers, particularly cardiorespiratory fitness (CRF) [24].
However, HIIT may be less accessible to large parts of the
population [25], especially those who are the least physically active and fit [26]. Incorporating HIIT principles into
a more accessible form of daily vigorous PA is a “missing link” in research and practice. Although VILPA (or
equivalent concepts) is promising in terms of theoretical
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population-based feasibility and time-efficiency, it is one of
the least researched aspects of PA (Fig. 2).
Informed by a systematic scoping review conducted to
map the emerging research area of VILPA and identify
critical research gaps, the aim of this Leading Article is to
highlight future research directions on this topic across four
pillars: (a) an empirical definition of VILPA, (b) methods
to reliably and accurately measure VILPA, (c) approaches
to examine the short and long-term dose–response effects of
VILPA, and (d) scalable and acceptable behavioural VILPApromoting interventions.

2 Mapping Relevant Research to Date—A
Scoping Review
We searched three databases (PubMed, CINAHL, and
Embase) to identify any peer-reviewed literature (original
research or reviews) relevant to VILPA. As no standardized terminology exists to describe what is herein referred
to as VILPA, we used terms that reflect roughly the same
concept as VILPA, such as “high intensity incidental PA”
[17], “exercise snacks” [27, 28], and “snacktivity”. Electronic Supplementary Material Appendix S1 describes the
methods of the scoping review including the search strategy. We identified four observational cross-sectional studies
(two in adults, two in children), four intervention studies
(all in adults), and one narrative review. Electronic Supplementary Material Appendix S2 describes the full set of
the scoping review results, including data extraction tables
with full study details (Tables S1–2). In brief, our scoping review identified limited literature in relation to the four
research framework pillars we examine: no standardized or
empirically derived definition for any VILPA-related concepts exists. In addition, no measurement criteria specific
to VILPA have been developed to date. Most observational
studies have used waist-worn accelerometry to quantify
short bouts. However, they have used 1-min sampling epochs
which may miss shorter VILPA bouts, such shorter bouts
of stair climbing or walking uphill. Existing physiological
VILPA-relevant interventions [27, 29] are proof-of-concept
or pilot in nature. Despite these limitations, the available
studies suggest that brief bouts of regular VILPA (stair
climbing or fast walking) can potentially improve cardiorespiratory fitness with a total volume of around 10 min of
non-consecutive bouts per day. With the exception of a few
stair-climbing programs, we did not identify interventions
aimed at specifically promoting VILPA, or related kinds of
PA. We expand on the existing literature in all four proposed
framework pillars we describe below.
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3 Future Research Needs—A 4‑Pillar
Framework
3.1 Pillar 1: Definition
Until recently, major authorities, including the WHO [2],
recommended that adults should perform aerobic PA in continuous bouts lasting at least 10 min. By ignoring shorter
bouts, such recommendations assigned no health value to
intermittent bouts of lifestyle PA, regardless of intensity [2].
The 2018 US [18, 30] and 2019 UK [19] PA guidelines eventually removed the minimum bout duration requirement. The
UK 2019 adult guidelines now explicitly recommend “…
shorter durations of very vigorous intensity activity (such as
sprinting or stair climbing)”. Similarly, the US guidance now
encourages PA of any duration to be included in an accumulated total daily volume. Such changes in the guidelines were
based on absence of evidence (to support a minimum bout
duration of 10 min) rather than direct evidence of the health
enhancing properties of shorter and intermittent bouts.
With the exception of certain HIIT protocols involving very
short exercise bursts (e.g., 6 s), the minimum specification
of a “short bout” of health enhancing PA in still unknown,
particularly in the context of everyday life and outside the
realm of purposeful exercise. A recent systematic review
[31] concluded that splitting a continuous exercise bout into
shorter bouts of equivalent total volume interspersed across
a day does not diminish the potential to provide cardiometabolic health benefits. While that review supports the overall
principle of PA accumulation, it did not shed light on the
minimum bout length required, as only one of 19 identified
studies examined bouts < 10 min in duration [31].
One of the first requirements for advancing the VILPA
research agenda is to empirically and operationally define
what future studies should consider a “VILPA bout” in
terms of minimum time needed to reach absolute and relative vigorous intensity during activities of daily living. The
relative intensity aspect of such a definition will likely be
age-specific to incorporate functional status and relative fitness. Examples of future research needs include studies to
determine the minimal duration required for common lifestyle physical activities (e.g., walking on a flat or inclined
surface, ascending stairs, carrying shopping bags) performed
to reach vigorous intensity defined objectively (e.g., ~ 80% of
age-predicted heart rate maximum, or > 6 MET) or subjectively (e.g., Borg Rating ≥ 14 or > 15) [6, 7]. To maximize
public health relevance, the empirical definition of VILPA
should be generalizable to those population groups most in
need of PA, including those who are physically inactive and
time-limited, have low fitness levels, and have other disease
risk factors.
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3.2 Pillar 2: Measurement
Observational cohort studies with questionnaire-based PA
measures account for most evidence used in PA guidelines
development globally [2, 19, 22, 32]. The inherent inability
of questionnaires to capture short and intermittent PA bouts
preventing studies from examining associations of VILPA
with health outcomes is another key reason why VILPA has
not been a mainstream research priority. Wearable accelerometer-based technologies are now more mainstream [17] in
large scale observational studies. For example, accelerometers worn 24 h a day for a whole week have considerably
better potential than recall-based questionnaires to capture
the granularity of VILPA performance patterns [33].
Measuring capacity of accelerometers varies by accelerometer placement. For example, waist-mounted accelerometers can collect frequency, duration, and mode information
as well as speed of pace-based indicators of intensity, but
cannot capture intensity modulation due to changes in surface gradient (e.g., walking uphill or climbing stairs). Additionally, the existence of a dozen different waist-mounted
accelerometry standards (cut-off points) to define vigorous PA [34] is challenging for researchers. Thigh-mounted
accelerometers, which are capable of differentiating between
postures and PA modes (e.g., stair climbing [33]), have no
specific empirically-derived standards to capture any bouts
of vigorous intensity using the accelerometer signal and
cannot capture the intensity effects of walking on a gradient or carrying loads. With relatively few exceptions [35,
36], the opportunities for PA intensity classification offered
by existing walking cadence-based standards [37, 38] have
not been widely explored in large observational accelerometry studies. Devices such as the chest-mounted Actiheart
(CamNTech Ltd, UK) featuring continuous combined heart
rate monitoring and accelerometry can capture increased
exertion associated with carrying loads and walking on different gradients. However, the uptake of such technology in
large scale observational studies is unlikely due to the high
price and participant burden (direct chest skin placement).
In summary, there is no established and validated method
to capture frequency and duration of VILPA bouts in freeliving conditions. Laboratory-derived VILPA measurement
could be the first step, followed by their cross-validation
within and between observational cohorts which are heterogenous with regards to cardiorespiratory fitness and other
physiological markers known to respond to vigorous PA.
Devices such as the Actiheart, which is validated against
electrocardiogram (ECG) in both laboratory [39] and in
free-living conditions [40], could be an appropriate validation standard for other accelerometry methods (e.g., wrist or
thigh placements). Simple cadence-based standards to define
vigorous intensity, such as the heuristic cut-off of 130 steps
per minute [38], have a feasibility advantage as they can be
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used with all three most-common accelerometry monitoring
locations (waist, wrist, thigh). The potential of device-based
VILPA measurement standards will be fully realized once
accelerometer manufacturers incorporate VILPA algorithms
in their data processing and analysis software. For this reason, the empirical derivation and publication of such algorithms is a key research priority.

3.3 Pillar 3: Health Effects
Recent proof-of concept trials in young adults suggested that
as few as three 20-s VILPA-mimicking stair climbing bouts
at > 85% of maximal heart rate (termed “exercise snacks”)
on 3 days per week have measurable effects on cardiorespiratory fitness and aerobic power improvement in young adults
within only 6 weeks [29, 41]. Such effects were evident both
when the three daily bouts were performed with minimal
recovery over a 10-min period or were interspersed 1–4 h
apart [27]. Other trials have documented comparable effects
using similar protocols [42, 43]. Such preliminary evidence
is encouraging as it suggests that as little as 3 min of VILPA
per week may stimulate the cardiorespiratory system and
lead to measurable beneficial adaptations within 6 weeks.
Another very small proof-of concept physiological trial in
older adults with type 2 diabetes [44] demonstrated feasibility of the stair climbing intervention but found no effect on
mean 24-h blood glucose over 6 weeks.
Future research would be significantly enhanced by
studies that examine a broader range of VILPA activities.
Depending on type of dwelling/workplace and geographical location, stair climbing and walking on a gradient could
offer opportunities to attain a vigorous intensity stimulus for
many. Modulation of intensity by walking pace [45], and/
or weight carried (to mimic bodyweight interval training) is
relatively easily achievable and can be standardized in free
living. As alluded to above, there is a strong rationale to
focus on those populations (i.e., physically inactive middleaged and older adults with low CRF and/or other clinical
risk factors) who are most likely to benefit from VILPA.
With a few exceptions [46], most of the physiological trials
summarized above were in younger healthy adults. Considering that adults in their early 20 s have not been exposed
to physically inactive lifestyles for long enough, the relative
CRF and aerobic power improvements achieved in many of
the above studies [27, 29] may be greater in middle-aged
or older populations due to the age accumulated physical
inactivity related damage. Additionally, studies in middleaged and older adults would be more readily translated into
clinical and public health interventions and public health
guidelines. Other important research gaps specific to older
people exist. For example, no studies, to our knowledge,
have examined how regular VILPA-like activity affects agerelated functional decline.
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Table 1  Examples of future priorities in vigorous intermittent lifestyle physical activity (VILPA) research across the four-pillar framework
Pillar

Research priority

Definition

Standardise an empirically derived operational definition of VILPA for use in research and clinical practice
Communicate a simple definition of VILPA with examples of key activities and duration of those activities, ensuring
that this definition is clear to understand
Adapt the definition for special groups, such as older people, where apparently simple low intensity activities may
actually be VILPA in terms of relative intensity
Measurement
Develop and validate device-based measurements (accelerometers) that are sensitive enough to capture characteristics (e.g., duration and mode/type) of bouts of intermittent vigorous physical activity
Develop and validate self-reported measurements that can capture daily frequency of vigorous intensity in different
domains (e.g., work, transportation)
Tailor measurement to research environment (e.g., large-scale observational studies, clinical trials)
Explore the potential of consumer wearables for capturing VILPA bouts
Health effects
Explore the effects of VILPA on cardiorespiratory fitness, key cardiovascular and metabolic biomarkers in people at
high risk of cardiovascular disease and the general middle aged and older adult population
Explore population-wide health effects on key cardiometabolic, physical functioning, and quality of life outcomes
using existing epidemiologic cohorts
Explore if VILPA elicits similar health benefits to equivalent volumes of continuous moderate to vigorous intensity
activity
Explore if VILPA elicits complementary health benefits to other physical activity or sedentary behaviour reducing
interventions
Behavioural interventions Investigate the behavioural translation of VILPA into simple messages and behaviour change strategies targeting
people at high risk of cardiovascular disease
Explore the safety of regular and long-term VILPA in people at high risk of falls or major musculoskeletal conditions, especially older adults
Explore capability, opportunities and motivation (e.g., attitudes, preferences) to engage in specific VILPA activities
(i.e. COM-B system)
Demonstrate proof of concept (e.g., can VILPA be maintained in the longer-term/over several months/years?)
Co-create and evaluate the effectiveness of interventions specifically in middle aged and older adults
Understand the real-time affective psychological responses to bouts of VILPA
Develop time-tailored interventions using smartphone-based technologies

Once acceptable device-based VILPA measurement
standards are in place, large scale observational studies
linked with surrogate (e.g., blood biomarkers) and longterm (e.g., cause-specific mortality and incident disease)
outcomes will be an essential link to better understand the
health effects of VILPA. Proof of concept trials with longer
duration interventions would establish long-term efficacy
for improving health outcomes, paving the way for better
evidence-based behavioural interventions.

3.4 Pillar 4: Behavioural Interventions
3.4.1 VILPA as an Intervention for Physically Inactive
Middle‑Aged and Older Adults
The majority of PA interventions are developed with a view
to increasing continuous moderate to vigorous PA (MVPA).
VILPA could be examined both as a stand-alone, and complementary to continuous MVPA, interventions. First,
VILPA could be applied across a number of settings (work,
home, leisure, etc.), and adapted for various physical, social
and cultural contexts, and thus may have wider reach across
different population groups. Assuming its theoretical feasibility advantage in some parts of the population (Fig. 2) will

be confirmed, VILPA may be a promising intervention to
facilitate sustained behaviour change [47]. Currently, limited
evidence exists on how to most effectively promote VILPA.
As a relatively unexplored PA pattern, an essential first
step would be to assess the acceptability of VILPA in key
population groups and develop appropriate messages and
strategies to promote it. Multidisciplinary groups working
with ends users could be employed to help refine and revise
candidate strategies and messaging techniques to testing the
clarity/readability, and relevance of messaging. Surveys and
focus groups with end users would also provide opportunities to gauge feasibility, relevance and likelihood of engaging in VILPA. The outputs of such research could include
mHealth tools (e.g., smartphone apps, text messaging), and
other low-cost interventions to be delivered in community,
primary care, and clinical settings. While sometimes the
VILPA pattern could be facilitated by subtle changes in,
e.g., the built environment, in some other occasions intervening to increase VILPA could involve conscious decisions
for certain lifestyle changes, e.g., increase walking pace or
use stairs instead of elevators. While VILPA is more closely
integrated within daily living than, e.g., leisure-time physical activity, future research should be prepared to address
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some behaviour change challenges analogous to increasing
continuous cumulative MVPA.
3.4.2 Consumer Wearable Activity Trackers
and Smartphone Apps as VILPA‑Promoting Tools
Technology-based PA approaches, such as wearable technologies (e.g., Fitbits) and smartphone apps, are prolific in
both number and usage. Current offerings do not adequately
address VILPA. For example, many apps offer guided
planned exercise workouts (i.e., videos or instructions), or
the ability to track workouts (e.g., GPS-based); workoutbased PA is undertaken during leisure time, and typically
in sustained bouts. Somewhat closer to VILPA are the short
workout apps (e.g., 7-min workouts), however, these are
still planned and structured. More in line with the incidental
nature of VILPA are consumer wearable technologies and
step-counting apps. Yet these products typically emphasise
overall volume of activity (e.g., operationalised through a
daily step goal) rather than accumulation of PA through
intermittent bouts, and increase light-to-moderate rather
than vigorous activity [48]. Many characteristics of wearable
and smartphone technologies offer considerable promise for
promoting VILPA. Apps may be used to deliver educational
content (such as ideas for VILPA), track VILPA bouts (e.g.,
using the in-built accelerometer), and motivational messaging including prompts (e.g., using tailored push notifications). In addition, apps may be used to monitor real-time
responses to bouts of VILPA (e.g., ecological momentary
assessment of affective responses to VILPA). An example
of an approach to be tested in the context of VILPA is the
Just-In-Time Adaptive Interventions (JITAI), which aims to
provide the stimulus to intervene when a person is likely to
be most receptive [49]. Commonly, GPS technology is used
to identify when an individual approach at-risk or opportune
location [49]. A VILPA-specific JITAI intervention might,
for example, suggest an individual take the stairs when they
approach their office block on a workday, or suggest they
carry a shopping basket rather than use a trolley when they
are near a supermarket.
3.4.3 Specific Considerations for Promoting VILPA in Older
Populations
Additional considerations apply to VILPA interventions
aimed at older populations. The suitability and acceptability of incorporating VILPA in daily living would need to
be evaluated with healthy older adults prior to focusing on
clinical or at-risk populations of older adults. Assessment
of risk also needs to be considered, including cardiovascular, respiratory and musculoskeletal. This would also
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allow the identification of acceptable strategies for facilitating VILPA without alarming older adults about potential
health risks due to the physiological cues/responses linked
with this exercise intensity (e.g., increased breathing, sudden increases in heart rate, and the need to move very fast
and maintain balance) [50, 51]. Extensive consultation with
older people about potential strategies and co-creation of a
menu of appropriate approaches would be essential [52].
Further challenges may arise while implementing mHealth
based interventions in older adults who are less familiar with
technology.
Quick bursts of activity that do not require specific
equipment/preparation/time investments may be particularly attractive to older adults, especially those who care for
grandchildren where opportunities for VILPA may include
carrying a child or playing with children [53]. Ensuring
safety among people at higher risk of falls, or people with
major musculoskeletal problems would be paramount.[54].

4 Conclusions
We have provided an overview of the key issues and knowledge gaps to assist future research into defining, measuring and understanding the health effects of VILPA as an
emerging strategy to achieve public health recommendations. Table 1 presents some indicative research priorities
across the proposed four pillars of the VILPA framework.
Recent progress with PA measurement capacities, mHealth
tools, and changes in PA guidelines provide new opportunities to develop targeted interventions focusing on VILPA to
improve population health. A key premise of the proposed
research framework is that VILPA is a complementary and
not a competing approach to traditional continuous MVPA,
which is already well embedded in current PA guidelines
and has been researched for several decades. Depending on
the population and context, future interventions could test
both stand-alone VILPA or VILPA combined with other
more established PA approaches. An important outcome of
such research efforts would be to provide members of the
public, practitioners, and policy makers with new evidence
to capitalize on this potentially feasible health-enhancing
form of PA. We hope that the proposed framework will
encourage research in this field, contribute to the alignment
of research agendas of different research groups, and promote international multidisciplinary collaboration.
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